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Summary

This report outlines the research done at Yale University under

Grant AFOSR 62-47. The background and results of the research we

given in the two listed publicatioins and that material has not been

entirely daplicated bore. Some pertinent descriptions and sketches of

the experimental apparatus that have not been published ae, howver, included.

Pert B) of the report desoribes the density measurements as a function

of temperature and pressure (PVT rolations) made on solid H64. The isotherml

compressability and the volum changes at the pbase transitAlons have been

accurat~aly ruasured in the region of the body-centered-cubic solid phase.

An estimate is nade of the isobaric thermal expansion coefficient. The

data wigest that thermodynamic relations predicting a negative themal

expawici cvefficient in he solid might be altered 1V the fact that the

capresability of the solid at the melting cuve is greater then at higher

pressues. Plan. for continuing the research begun under this Grant aM

described.

Part A) is a swmiary of the calculations made on the data of several

experiments studying the flow of superfluid helium. It has been found

that there is ample evidence that a dissipative interaction can exist between

the awearfnld and the boundaries of the flow system when the superfluid

velocity is greater than a certain critical value. Some authors hae" exaresed

tie opinion that the superfluid component of liquid helium II can onli

Interat idth the normal flbid owqcmnt.
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Personnel: The persons who have worked under this Grant are the

Principal Investigator, John N. Kidder, and various shop, electronics,

and glass technicians.

Publicationst "Critical Velocities ind Boundary Interactions in

the Isothermal Flow of Superfluid Helium." J. N. Kidder and W. M.

Fairbank, Phys. Rev. Ia, 987 (1962).

"Density Measurements in Solid He4", Proceedirs of the 8th Inter-

national Conference on Low Tomperature EP]sics, London, England (to be

publighed).

The two publications represent the results of two different phases

of the work done under Grant AFO SR 62-87. It will siplify this report

to consider these two phases separately.

A) Boundary Interactions in the Flow of Si~erfluid Helium.

The hydrodyn•mics of superfluid helium has been the subject of ex-
1

perimental and theoretical investigation for thirty years. One such

experiment was conducted at Duke University by W. M. Fairbank and J. N.

Kidder, and vas the subject of the latter's Ph.D. dissertation. This

experiment substantiated previous work by finding clear evidence that,

in an isothermal fMwe scheme where only the superfluld is moving, the

superftld will flow without resistance below a certain critical velocity.

The oritleal velocity is a function of chanml geometry avd teuperatwee.

The work at Duke was terminated without a suwcessful interpretation

of the pressure gradients observed at velocities greater than the critt-

cal velocity. Since these data were considered significant, at Yale an

extensive effort vas made to examine than in greater detail, in hopes or
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being able to make quantitative statements as to the origin of the

observed pUressre gradients.

One could describe the data equallyv well two equations relatIng

the auperqluld velocity v$, the critical velocity vr, the pressure gra8

diett "p, and two proportionality constants I and2

VP *4I *v v c)1.7 (1)

Vp - 01? 8 ( - vo) (2)

Equation (1) is almost exactly the relation that describes the

turbulent flow of ordinary fluids in circular cross section tubea2 ,

and Sq. (2) wa si ilar to the experlmentally observed relation between

the lift on an airfoil and the velocity of superfluid heli:= 3 . These

similarities are discussed in greater detail in the Phyical Review

article.

There was a dual purpose to the work at Yale and the subsequent

pub2icat~ins The first was to establish the thesis that a seupeflud-

bmdary interaction had in fact been observed, and the second Vas to

show that the introdwctioi of such an interaction could clarify the re-

mnits of other experiments. It was also possible that examination of

other data would reveal which of the two forms (Pq. (1) or Eq. (2)) gave

the moot suitable description of the superfludd force.

In 1951 Atkins published the results of an experiment cc the gravi-

tational flow of liquid heliaum Helium rs allowed to flow In and aft

of a glass rveoswir through a capillary tube attached to the base. The

velocity we masured IV the rate of chaoe of the level in the roeervolr,

an the r.reugwe gradient wag calculated from the differetne in level inside

ad outside the reservoir. The experimat was "epeated for dtffesent



oapillwy lengths and diameters and at different temrsattues.

Atkins attempted to explain his data on te assumiption that two

dissipative or resistive mechanisms were impeding the flow of the helium,

which In this ease was the flow of both the superfluid and the ncaml

fluid. They were the viscous interaction between the normal fluid com-

ponent and the wall of the capillary, and the mutual friction interaction

between the two fluids. This, however, was not entirely satlsfactory,

and Atkins noted that the introduction or consideration of some form of

tarbulenre, possibly in the superfluid, might be necessary.

To introduce a superfluid-boundary interaction into the two-fluid.

hidrodynamical equations to give a prossure gradient of the form of

Eqs. (1) or (2) is ximple in principle. The analysis of a set of data

to determine whether or not such a term is relevant can be much more

difficult. It is perhaps for this reason as much as arq other that the

relatively snzall effect of the proposed siTerfluld force has not been

considered by most authors.

The details of how the two-fluid equations were analysed, and the

resulte are given in the Physical Review paper. Theoretical curves

corresporning to Atkins' experimental values were calculated with and

without a superfluid-boundary interaction included in the equations. If

the inclusion of this term gave better agreement between theory and ex-

pertiment than the Step was considered valid.

It was found that in some cases there was definite evidence that

the superfluid force was a significant factor in Atkins' results. For

those sets of data where the analysis was rnot conclusive or negative,

it was shown that experimental uncertainty eould have made a definitive

analyss impossible.

The authors considered the paper Complete when the analysis of, and

comparison with, Atkins' results had been made, Bat then in December,



1961, an important set of papers was published by Staas, Taconisg, and

Van Alphen at Leedes 6 They had studied the flow of liquid helium and

claimed to find no superfluid-boundary interaction. Clearly this work

had to be taken into consideration.

Numerical calculations showed that a superfluid force of the type

discussed here could have been undetected in some of their experiments,

and could have been "masked" by normal fluid turbulence in the others.

Furthermore, the results of their experiment designed to detect the two-

fluid mutual friction force are more easily underemcod if one includes

a pressure gradient of the form of Eq. (i) or (2).

This problem can be bast resolved by further experiments specifically

designed to stutdy tha superfluid-boundary interaction. Such a program is

now under way at Dartmouth College uader 'Grant AFO SR 74-63, which is

essentially a contbiuetion of Grant AFO SR 62-87 with the same principal

investigator but at a different institution. The first experiments will

be a study of the flow of suporfldud helium at O.35"., whle the ompli-

cating effects of the normal fluid are not present.

In the meantime, the work at Yale under Grant AFO SR 62-87 served

to establish the importance of considering these effects in studying

superfluid tydrodynamics. It was shown that some previous data that

had not been completely understood might be better explained by considering

the superfluid force. While this research vas not part of the program

originally proposed, it Is believed that It made a significant contribution

to superfluid hydrcdynamics. The ome question left vnresolved was wether

Eq. (I) or Eq. (2) gave the most description of the saperfluid ftoe. It

is hoped that the experiments at Daftmouth give the answer.
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B) Density Measurements in Solid Helium

Measurements of pressure-volume-temperature (PVT) relations in

solid Ie4, Re3 , and isotopic mixWures arc of interest both in themselves

and because of other thermodynamic properties than can be calculated from

them. Such properties as the nuclear magnetic susceptibility can only be

measured accurately 'If the PVT equation of state is known. Two years ago

the only measuremrnts of this sort that had been made were on the region

near the mtae g curve. This saggested the advisability of building the

ystey m described herein to measure directly changes in density as a

function of temperature and pressure.

The density of solid helium contained in a microawve cavity can be

calculated from the resonant frequency of the cavity. The relatively low

surface to volume ratio of -a vdcrowave cavity allous better pressure and

density equilibrium within the sample than vith other coapaable systems

(e.g., a parallel plate capacitor).

The resonant frequency of the sample cavity mo measured by compari-

son with a calibrated secondary standard waveeter., using the simple and

straight-forward circuit shown in Fig. 1. Part of the signal from a

frequency mofulated klystron was reflected from the wvemeterp, deoeoted,

and diap3.myed an an oscilloscope. If the wavemeter resonace use within

the band of frequencies generated ty the k]ystron, a resonant curve would

be seen an the oscilloscope. The oscilloscope seep was synehronised

with the "sweepW (frequency modulation) of the klystro.

The remainig klystron signal was doubled in frequency t a crystal

multiplier, reflected from the sample cavity, detected, and displayed

with the second beam of the saW oscilloscope. when the two resoant

curves coincided on the oscilloscope screen, the sample cavity frequency

was twice that of the standard wavemster.
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Socondary
FrequencyStandard

CryatalMulti•plier K _ ly tron

att * IIsolator S~lao " Sweep
atten. crys al Ge~erator

detde o.or

( ~deiecator

Sample
Cavity

Dual Beam
0 ocilloscope

Fig. 1

The micr•ave circidt used for comparing the resonmt frequency of

the secondary standard vevemeter mdth the saxple cavity containing solid

bheitm1 The circuit impedances were matched so that each resonant cmu.

was symmetrical. The resonances vere compared bV displaying them simul-

taneo3y (cue inverted) on a dual beam oscifloscope, then tuning the

wmater to line up the 'peaks'.
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The frequency multiplication of the signal to the sample cavity

was not necessary in principle, but considerations of cost, accuracy,

and simplicity made it advisable. The sample cavity vas made as small

as possible, and was therefore in the K-band (18 - 26.5 K=m). The

greatest accuracy and least expense vere achieved by having the klystron

and secondary standard wavemster in the X-bend (8 - 12.4 Kxw),

The He ssample gas was commercial bottled helium purified by passing

it through a liquid nitrogen cooled charcoal trap. A glass tubing and

Toepler puwp system was built for handling and storing the gas samples.

To compress the heliu gas, and therefore the solid saple,, to the reqtired

pressoes of up to 200 atmospheres, the gas w= enclosed in ons side of a

mroury filled, stainless steel U-tube, and nitrogen gas from * wsesurimed

cylinder vas applied to the other side. A 0.027 inch diameter stainless

steel capillary tube connected the microuave sample cavity with the

helium side of the mercury filled U-tube. This pressmrzing system

is shown in Fig. 2.

The pressure in the sample cavity uas measured externally ty first

measuring the pressura of the nitrogen gas vith a Reise bourdon tube

gavge, and then correcting this reading for the difference in the height

of the marcury levels in the two arms of the U-tube. The ircury levels

were determined by locating two steel bell bearings, floating on the

mercury surface, with external magnetic search coils.

The sample mas refrigerated with a conventional liquid helium both

in a Dewr flask, connected to a high speed pwpting ystem. The tapers-

ture was measured W the vapor pressure of the helium bath. A liquid H63

ping Ostex was built for achieving temperatros In the rmne O.350K

to 1.1*!. This sstem consisted of a diffujon pwp and a uscbaieal

pMs, operating in a closed cycle to presemv, the 10 gas. Only a few
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Fig. 2 The stainlea steel, high

pressure U-tube. The storage

cylimers were added to handle

te necesary volme (Oo cc)

of sample gas.
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Level
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Wos of liquid HeR are required in the cryostat, as the bulk of the refrigera-

tion omes from the 64 bath at 1.1 0 K. Again, in suoh a system, the tempera-

ture is measured by the vapor pressure of the bath.

As stated above, the pressure in the solid sample was measured from

outside the cryostat, and this method would be alvays accurate if the sample

vere a fluid. However, since it Is a solid, there is the danger that the

small diameter fill line will become plugged and that there wiil rot be

pressure and density oquilibrium within the cavity. This problem can be

solved two ways: By heating the insulated fill line to keep the small

diameter section melted, or by measuring the presaure directly at the sample.

The first approach mas used in the experimn•tal work reported here, and a

technique for using the latter has been developed.

The fill line was insulated by a vacuum jacket, aid at a point just

above the end of the vacum jacket and mere the fill line %as conmected

to the cavity, a small wire heater was wound on the capillary tube. That

portion of th3 fill linz! thit *;ais at the teemperature of the heliiu bath

and filled with solid was of a large enough diameter to permit the solid

to flow. As described in the London Conference paperr, this techniqu

gave reasonable assurance of having equilibrium conditions.

A capacitance-type transducer pressure gauge has been bedlt to

measure the pressure of the sample 'in situ', inside the aryostat.

Thus far, it has only been tested at room temperature. Some further

vrk will be needed to insure that it will be sufficientl sensitive

and single valued for the intended use. Fi. 3 is a slatch of the preseft

experimental sample cavity and the prqmoed capacitance pressure gaup.

The measuremeuts made were on solid fB4 in the region of the Y (body-

centend-cubic) solid phase. Continuous maxuremmots of the density co

the solid were made at preeswes greeter than the nelting prennre. The
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(stainless steel)

V ~ w m a c k e tT 
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and differential
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Fig. 3

The sample cavity, high pressure cell, waveguide, wid fin line.

This part of the apparatus was in a Liquid holiva bath. The aweguide

seal of epoxy resin with a 0.010 inch Tef lon gaslet and indium 10' ring

oottained the solid helium at high preesses bmt transmitted the micro-

noe signal. The construction of the fill line is described In the text.
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isothermal compressability of both the I (b.°.c.) and the a' (hexagaml-

close-pached) phases were measured directly. It was also possible to

determine accurately the volume change on melting and the volume difference

between the two solid phases. The isobaric thermal expansion ooefficient

wms observed to be everywhere positive, and reasonable measurements of

its magnitude were made.

From basic thernodynumic oonsiderations, using measured parameters

of the solid and the liquid, It had been predicted that the thermal

expansion coefficient of solid F4 would be negative over certain ranges

of temperature along the melting curve.? Oar mamnurements did not confirm

tJe prediction, but an alternate explanation was suggested. It appears

that the eompressability of the solid may be greater at the melting air"

than at Idgher preouros. If further investigation., now under way, confirms

this, it could give a solution to the thermodynamic relations without re-

quiring an anomalous negative thermal expansion coefficient in the sQ9ld.

The exVerir•ents sutarted at Yale are being continued at Dartmouth

College under Grant AFO SR 74-63. As has been discussed in our correspondeme

vith the AFO SR, almost all of the equipmsnt Wilt and purchaved at Yale

hba been moved to Dartrouth. The additional necessary facilities are

n ly completed and measuremets wini be resumed shortly.

The new reaeerch program at Dartmouth will begin with an investigation

of the magntdee of the isotehrmal co•mressability of solid He3 . Swensn

and Heltemee10 have found evidenee from specific heat iwasurements that

the coMressability of the body-centered-cubic phase is greater than that

of the liquid, which would be an anomlous effect. It is also of interest

to determine directly the magnitude of the volume chane in the (b.e.e.) -

b.c p.) phase trans~tion In solid He



We would also like to stuwr the PVT relations of solid He3 -984

isotopic mixtures, as little is known of their solid phase diagrams or

melting curves# Considering the insufficient data and the Interest in

solid helium, the density measurements started under Grand AFO SR 62-87

should continue to be fruitful for some time to come.
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